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Pehnawa Store by Zainab

Pehnawa Store by Zainab is a leading Pakistani fashion store that specializes in manufacturing high-quality chiffon, lawn, and seasonal 

embroidered collections. Their focus lies in infusing the latest fashion trends and creative styling & cuts into each dress to offer a stylish 

and trendy product range. Additionally, they provide both stitched and unstitched Pakistani dresses, custom-made in various sizes as 

per the design requirements, and export them worldwide. With their attention to detail and quality, they strive to provide their 

customers with a superior shopping experience.



Challenge

Despite having a highly specialized portfolio of Pakistani 
dresses in a range of fabrics such as chiffon and lawn, with 
both stitched and unstitched options available for global 
export, Pehnawa Store by Zainab was facing a significant 
challenge. While their product quality, creative styling, and 
trendy cuts were second to none, their sales were not 
reflecting the high standard of their offerings.

The core of their challenge lied in the limited reach and 
visibility of their products. Potential customers, both in 
Pakistan and globally, were not sufficiently aware of the 
stylish and high-quality offerings of Pehnawa Store by 
Zainab. The need for a comprehensive, strategic, and 
targeted digital marketing approach was evident, 
especially considering the growing trend of online 
shopping
for traditional attire.



Objective

The brand's primary objective became clear: to increase sales through more 

effective use of Facebook and Instagram advertising. They aimed to expand their 

brand's digital footprint, attract more potential customers, and ultimately, 

enhance their online sales.



Audience Targeting: A detailed profiling of the target 

audience was carried out based on their purchasing 

behaviour, demographics, and interests. This step helped 

to deliver ads to potential customers effectively.

Platform Selection: Facebook and Instagram were the 

platforms of choice due to their broad user base and 

robust advertising tools that provide precise targeting and 

granular analytics.

Strategy



Campaign Structure: A variety of 

campaigns were designed with a focus on 

sales and conversions. Each campaign was 

tailored to specific audiences to maximize 

effectiveness.

Creative Approach: Each campaign was 

complemented by a unique set of ads 

designed to captivate the target audience, 

incorporating brand storytelling and 

compelling calls-to-action to encourage 

purchases.

Strategy



Execution
Launch and Adaptation

Each campaign was strategically launched and continually monitored for performance. 

Based on the insights gathered, real-time adjustments were made to optimize the 

campaigns.

Ongoing Management 

The performance of each campaign was consistently scrutinized and optimized to yield 

better results.

Challenges and Solutions

The primary challenge was to maximize the campaign's reach and lower the cost per 

purchase. This was addressed by making strategic adjustments to audience targeting 

and ad creatives based on the campaign's performance.



Results 

Improved Cost Metrics: The Cost Per 1000 impressions (CPM) 
and Cost Per Purchase (CPP) saw significant improvements in 
multiple campaigns. Average CPM reduced to Rs.304 and CPC 
was reduced to Rs3.67 only. 

Increased Purchases: There was a notable increase in website 
purchases across all campaigns. The "Mid to Bottom" 
campaign outperformed the others with a total of 822 
purchases.

Higher Return on Ad Spend (ROAS): Most of the campaigns 
saw an increase in Return on Ad Spend (ROAS), contributing 
significantly to overall profitability. The "Value-Middle" 
campaign had the highest ROAS of 11.75.





READY TO HAVE AN IMPACT?

Let’s connect and grow your business digitally!

Write to us at  hello@mediafactory.biz

Or whatsapp us at +923048530008

1st Floor, Daftarkhwan, Vogue Towers, MM Alam Road, Gulberg III, Lahore. 


